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Mr. Johanson assists clients in general corporate matters and in employee ownership,
benefit, ERISA, and related business matters, with an emphasis on executive compensation,
equity incentive plans, non-qualified deferred compensation, ESOPs, ESOP transactions,
mergers and acquisitions and related tax planning, and business succession and estate
planning. He defends ERISA fiduciaries, plan sponsors, selling shareholders, and investment
advisers in ERISA litigation matters involving ESOPs and business transactions in federal and
state courts throughout the country in a wide range of controversies covering ERISA
fiduciary responsibilities, ESOP valuation disputes, disclosure obligations, investment
issues, and tax matters. He has extensive experience in negotiating ESOP, ERISA, and other
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issues with government regulatory agencies and in representing ERISA fiduciaries in

litigation. Recognized nationally for his experience and expertise in the ESOP and executive
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compensation field, he is a past chair of the legislative and regulatory advisory committee
of The ESOP Association.
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providers, Taft Hartley Funds and plan sponsors on ERISA, tax, and related securities law issues. He
counsels clients regarding ERISA fiduciary and prohibited transaction issues, investment matters,
alternative investments, securities law issues, federal tax issues, and the employee benefits aspects
of bankruptcy and related financial restructurings, reorganizations and liquidations. Mr. Wilkes
interacts with regulatory agencies and congressional staff on legislative and regulatory issues
involving the DOL, SEC, IRS, PBGC and OCC. He has extensive experience in handling audits by the
DOL, the IRS, and the SEC. He gives advice and counseling with respect to retirement plan services
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agreements, investment management agreements, DOL regulations, SEC regulations, federal
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off-shore investment advisers, Sales and Marketing Distribution Agreements and Wrap-Fee
Programs.
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development of several hundreds of business valuation engagements for a
variety of businesses and ownership interests covering various industries.
He has more than 15 years of professional experience and has focused

exclusively on valuation services since 2004. Mr. Silla is a member of The
ESOP Association and the Ohio Employee Ownership Center. He has made
numerous presentations on the topic of business valuation over the years.
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Ownership Center. The program was titled “What Drives Share Price in Your
ESOP Company.”
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Alternative Exit Strategies Available to Business
Owners for a Transition of Ownership
Sell to a
Strategic
Buyer

Sell to a
Financial
Buyer

Sell to an
ESOP

The transaction cost involved in a deal with a strategic or financial
buyer is generally significant because investment bankers and brokers
seek success fees; however, such sales can offer price multiples in
excess of traditional fair market value; ESOP sales have regulatory price
limitations but typically do not involve success fees to financial advisors

Alternative Exit Strategies – Factors to Consider in
Evaluating Options
Tax
Considerations

Purchase
Price

Legacy

Form of
Consideration

Personal
Retirement
Goals

Diversification
and Liquidity
Concerns

Time to Close

Advantages of Selling to an ESOP –
C Corporations
SELLING SHAREHOLDER
Non-recognition of gain on sale for C Corporation; however, the benefits of this nonrecognition will
be materially changed if the Biden Administration budget proposals that tax unrealized gains at
death with a $1 million exemption are enacted
Dividends deductible under Section 404(k) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the
"Code")
•.

Advantages of Selling to an ESOP
C CORPORATION
Tax deductible funds transfers to the ESOP Trust
• Tax savings can be used productively – debt repayment, capex, acquisitions, etc.
• Employer Contributions deductible under:
• Section 404(a)(3) of the Code
• Up to 25% of the eligible “Compensation”
• Aggregated with employer contributions to other defined contribution plans
• Section 404(a)(9) of the Code
• Up to 25% of the eligible “Compensation”
• Only if contribution used to make exempt loan payments
• Interest payments excluded from this limit and can generate further deductions
A leveraged ESOP effectively doubles the limit on tax deductible contributions to employee benefit plans for C
Corporations in the initial year

Advantages of Selling to an ESOP
S CORPORATION
Future corporate income is “passed through” to the ESOP Trust (taxexempt)
Tax deductible funds transfers to the ESOP Trust
• Tax savings can be used productively – debt repayment, capex, acquisitions, etc.
• Only the deduction for employer contributions under Section 404(a)(3) of the Code is available.
• S Corporation distributions may still be declared, and the ESOP Trust may use such proceeds
to make exempt loan payments, however, the S distributions are not deductible. The lack of
a deduction is not material because the S Corporation income is not taxable to the ESOP
shareholder.

Advantages of Selling to an ESOP
EITHER C OR S CORPORATION
Positive impact on corporate cash flow.

Employer Contributions in excess of contributions to address debt service to the ESOP trust may be made in the form of shares of Company
Stock.
Many ESOP Transactions involve a conversion of an S corporation to a C Corporation to allow a 1042 Deferral; the S corporation status can be
resumed after a period of 5 years (or earlier if an IRS ruling is obtained)

A C corporation involved in a ESOP Transaction that has not terminated an S election may immediately thereafter elect S corporation status

Advantages of Selling to an ESOP
EMPLOYEES
Retirement plan with substantial benefits without deductions from
wages.
Independent studies have shown that ESOP corporations typically
provide greater compensation and benefits.
Aligns incentives of management and employees through ownership
interest – powerful tool for recruitment and retention.

Profile of an Ideal ESOP Candidate
SELLING SHAREHOLDER CHARACTERISTICS
Desires Fair Market Value for a sale and not attempting to receive a
strategic value

Seeks personal wealth diversification
Seeks to preserve corporate legacy
Wishes to provide employees with economic benefits

Profile of an Ideal ESOP Candidate
SPONSORING CORPORATION AND EMPLOYEE CHARACTERISTICS

Sufficient balance sheet strength
to absorb ESOP acquisition debt

Sufficient cash flow from
operations to cover all ESOP
acquisition debt and other longterm debt service requirements

Historical and projected profitable
operating performance (i.e.,
revenue generation and profit
margins) that support the posttransaction needs for debt service

Profile of an Ideal ESOP Candidate
SPONSORING CORPORATION AND
EMPLOYEE CHARACTERISTICS
Sufficient payroll to
meet contribution
requirements

Not less than 15 to 20
employees; no upper
limits

Management depth and
established plan for
succession

Participatory
management
environment

Effective
communications exist
between employees
and management

Either an
S Corporation or
C Corporation can be
used for an ESOP
implementation

Poor CANDIDATES FOR ESOPS
Firms with flat or declining
earnings

Firms with a lack of strong
leadership – important to
have a experienced
management team in place
to facilitate succession

Where owners want to
direct ownership to a select
group

Code Section 1042 Tax-Deferred Transaction
• Election defers taxation of gain from the stock sale to an ESOP Trust, to the extent
a qualified shareholder reinvests in stocks or bonds of other domestic operating
companies (“qualified replacement property” or “QRP”)
• QRP has carry-over basis from stock sold to the ESOP Trust and a stepped-up
basis if passed to the seller’s heirs (under current tax law); President Biden’s
budget proposals introduced on May 28, 2021 propose the taxation of unrealized
gains in excess of $1 million and leaves the benefits of Section 1042 at significant
risk as it would only defer taxes and not eliminate taxes and potentially defer
taxes to a time with higher capital gains rates.
• QRP excludes:
•
•
•
•

U.S. government municipal securities
Foreign securities
Mutual funds
Interests in limited partnerships, REITS, passive investments, or the stock of the ESOP plan
sponsor (or its affiliates)

Code Section 1042 Tax-Deferred Transaction
Transactions must have five characteristics:
1. Seller must otherwise have long-term capital gains without the election;
2. Seller must have held the stock sold for at least three years prior to the
sale;
3. Stock sold must be “qualifying employer securities”:
• Must not be readily tradable on an established securities market;
• Must be common stock with the best dividend and voting rights or convertible
preferred;
• Seller must not have received the stock sold through a qualified employee benefit
plan, exercise of a stock option, or purchase under an ESPP;

4. Seller must acquire the QRP in a 15-month period (three months preclosing to 12 months following the stock sale to the ESOP); and
5. Post-sale, the ESOP Trust must own at least 30% of the plan sponsor’s
equity on a fully diluted basis.

Code Section 1042 Tax-Deferred Transaction
Election Results in Restricted Allocations under the ESOP—may be a
significant detriment where family members or ESOP Sellers continue
employment; the impact of this restriction is particularly important now that
the stepped basis at death that is key to 1042 planning may be at risk in tax
reform
• 50% excise tax on the ESOP plan sponsor if allocation of stock sold to the
ESOP in a 1042 transaction, generally during a
10-year period from the sale, to:
• Seller who makes an election under Code Section 1042;
• The Seller’s family members*; and
• Any person owning more than 25% of the plan sponsor’s stock as of the date of the
sale to the ESOP.
*Note: Children/Grandchildren of the Seller may receive 5% in the aggregate under certain circumstances.

Post-Closing: Example with a $100.0M Purchase Price Funded Through
Seller-Financing for 100% Ownership
Party

Net Gains/Losses

Corporation

▪
▪
▪
▪

ESOP Trust

▪ $100.0M owed on Promissory Note to Selling Shareholder
▪ 100% of the issued and outstanding shares of Company Stock

Selling Shareholder

▪ $100.0M worth of proceeds from the sale to the ESOP Trust
▪ May be able to Negotiate Warrants in connection with the financing
▪ Without a Code Section 1042 Election:
▪ $23,800,000 of tax consequences ( under current law but see the next slide)or $100M
QRP
▪ With a Code Section 1042 Election: $100.0M in QRP (to potentially pass to heirs on a
stepped-up basis; this benefit is eliminated in the Biden Administration tax proposals)
▪ Note that the Tax Reform Proposals on Capital Gains present potentially large changes to
sellers as documented in the next slide

Use $100.0M of profits to finance purchase of equity from Selling Shareholder(s)
ESOP as vehicle for future tax deductions
Equity incentives to employees and
Business succession underway

Potential Tax Liability
Potential Tax Liability Without 1042 Election

Current Law

Proposed Tax
Reform For Sales
Occurring after
April 2021

Selling Shareholders’ realized gain

$100,000,000

$100,000,000

Highest marginal tax rate for federal longterm capital gains—currently—these rates
may be increased in 2021 and beyond
under the Biden Administration tax
proposal reviewed bellow

$20,000,000
(20%)

$39,600,000
(39.6%)

Federal Excise Taxes under the Affordable
Care Act

$3,800,000
(3.8%)

$3,800,000
(3.8%)

Total Taxes Other that State Taxes
Dependent o the Residence of the Seller
(Note that state tax implications range

$23,800,000

$43,400,000

Seller Financing - Installment Sales
• Installment reporting is the default method (Code Section 453)
• Each payment on the loan is included in income in the year of receipt
• Seller may “opt out” of installment reporting (Schedule D) and pay
taxes on the entire gain in the year of the stock sale to the ESOP Trust
at the then current tax rates (this might be a planning opportunity for
2021 sales
• $5M caveat
• Partial Code Section 1042 election and partial installment sale
reporting is permissible; however, the installment sale taxes will be
based on the entire selling price

ESOP IMPLEMENTATION AND
TRANSACTION TEAM
For the Corporation

For the Seller(s)

For the ESOP Trust

Investment Banker

Attorneys

Trustee

Attorneys

Financial Advisors

Independent Appraiser

CPA

CPA

Independent Legal
Counsel

Bank Officer

ESOP Record Keeper

ESOP IMPLEMENTATION
• By using a Sell Side Financial Advisor independent of the ESOP Financial
Advisor, the valuation process for the ESOP is isolated from information
shared with the sellers
• The projections are not a guaranty of the future but the rationale for the
projections should be fully vetted at the time they are issued to the ESOP
Trustee and the ESOP Financial Advisor
• There should be no contractual restrictions on corporate governance and
all compensation rights of the selling shareholders clearly defined at the
time of sale
• Bonuses to selling shareholder management post-ESOP Transaction will
generally be offered only if performance exceeds the projections at the
time of the ESOP Transaction

HOW TO IMPLEMENT
ESOP Feasibility Study to Evaluate Projected Operating Costs as an ESOP Company:
• Eligibility requirements
• Extend to foreign employees?
• Securities, tax, and labor and employment law considerations of foreign jurisdictions
• May be easier to establish phantom equity plan for foreign employees to provide comparable
benefits or have ESOP solely in U.S. based subsidiary
• Vesting
• Distribution rules

Comprehensive Due Diligence---Remote Interviews in the Post-Covid Age and
Electronic Data Rooms

HOW TO IMPLEMENT (Continued)
Determine financing needs (bank, mezzanine, sellerfinancing) and equity percentage the Seller wants to sell
Trustee and Seller negotiate terms of sale
Attorneys prepare documents for loan, sale of shares
Communicate plan to employees

Recent Notable, Legislative, and Regulatory
Developments
• ESOPs remain the subject of the Department of Labor’s National
Enforcement Project and the DOL agency Employee Benefits Security
Administration is expected to continue to actively investigate ESOPs
regarding valuation issues
• https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ebsa/about-ebsa/our-activities/enforcement#nationalenforcement-projects

• Former Boston Mayor Marty Walsh has recently been appointed as
the Secretary of Labor
• Mr. Walsh is a strong proponent of labor unions having served as an
executive for many years of the Laborers Union
• EBSA enforcement activity is not likely to be a priority in light of the Biden
Administration focus on jobs growth and minimum wage overhaul

Recent Notable, Legislative, and Regulatory
Developments
• President Biden has endorsed several tax reform proposals in his
Budget proposals which include the following changes:
Category

Current Tax Rate/Level

Proposed
Adjustment

Impact

Top Individual Marginal Tax Rate

37.0%

39.6%

Increase

Long-Term Capital Gains (individuals
earnings more than $1 million in income)

20.0%

39.6% plus 3.8%
ACA excise tax

Increase

Corporate Income Tax

21.0%

28.0%

Increase

Top Estate and Gift Tax Rate

40.0%

45.0%

Increase

Exemption on Estate and Gift Tax Transfers

$11.58 MM (individuals);
$23.6 MM (couples)

$5.49 MM;
$10.98 MM

Decrease

Taxation of Unrealized Gain at Death in
Excess of $1 million

Not Applicable

39.6%plus 3.8%
ACA excise tax

Increase

Recent Notable, Legislative, and Regulatory
Developments
• Many predict that both the magnitude of pandemic relief expenditures and the
policy goals of the Biden Administration will prompt an increase in taxes with the
Democratic controlling the majority in Congress
• As demonstrated above, ESOPs can provide significant income tax savings to
sellers in connection with an election under Code Section 1042.
• These tax savings will further increase if President Biden’s proposed increase in
capital gains taxes are enacted; however, the savings will be negated if unrealized
gains in excess of $1 million are taxed as is proposed in the Biden budget.
Because the Biden proposal sets an effective date for capital gains increases
related to the announcement of his American Families Plan on April 28, 2021, the
prospect of opportunities for planning before tax reform is addressed by
Congress appear may not be present over the next few months of 2021. The
effective date proposal has already been subject to criticism as retroactive tax
policy but prior changes in capital gains rates have shown Congress taking such
approach to avoid market disruption.

Concluding Remarks
If, after careful analysis, the corporation’s Board of Directors decides to implement an ESOP

Establish and
document procedural
prudence in all
decisions

Educate key decisionmakers with respect to
corporate and ERISA
fiduciary standards

Maintain adequate
directors’ and officers’
and ERISA fiduciary
liability insurance

Consult experts (legal,
accounting, valuation,
etc.), as needed

Read and understand
the ESOP Plan
documents
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Fax: 707.581.1704

Los Angeles
Tel: 213.486.8010
Fax: 213.486.8080
San Francisco
Tel: 415.766.3238
Fax: 415.766.3250
New York
Tel: 212.897.9655
Fax: 646.589.8700

• David assists clients in general corporate matters and in employee ownership, benefit, ERISA, and related business
matters, with an emphasis on executive compensation, equity incentive plans, non-qualified deferred compensation,
employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs), ESOP transactions, mergers and acquisitions (and related tax planning), and
business succession and estate planning. David has served as outside general counsel to numerous corporate clients
over the past 35 years. He also frequently appears on behalf of clients in business and employment-oriented defense
litigation in state and federal courts throughout the country, before regulatory agencies (e.g., U.S. Department of
Labor, California Labor Commissioner, and the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission), in tax controversies
before the Internal Revenue Service and comparable state regulatory agencies, against felony criminal indictments in
U.S. Federal Court, and in dispute resolutions of various kinds. David represents corporations in shareholder and noncompetition disputes.
• David has defended ERISA fiduciaries, plan sponsors, selling shareholders, and investment advisers in ERISA litigation
matters involving ESOPs and business transactions in federal and state courts throughout the country in a wide range
of controversies covering ERISA fiduciary responsibilities, ESOP valuation disputes, disclosure obligations, investment
issues, and tax matters. He has extensive experience in negotiating ESOP, ERISA, and other issues with government
regulatory agencies and in representing ERISA fiduciaries in litigation.
• Recognized nationally for his experience and expertise in the ESOP and executive compensation field, David is a past
chair (1993-1995 and 2005-2007) of the legislative and regulatory advisory committee of The ESOP Association. He
also is a past chair of The ESOP Association’s advisory committee chairs council and is a former member of its board of
directors. David was honored at the 17th annual conference of The ESOP Association as the outstanding committee
chair for 1993-94. He also served for more than ten years as General Counsel to The National Center for Employee
Ownership and on its board of directors.

Good ESOP Candidates
Seller Goals
• Maintain Legacy/Culture
• Realistic Expectations – “Fair” Transaction
• Liquidity/Diversification
• Post Transaction Involvement

• Tax Savings
• Reward Employees/Employee Engagement

Good ESOP Candidates
Company Characteristics
• Size
• Good Dependable Cash Flow
• Business Not Overly Cyclical
• Strong Management Team
• Debt Capacity – What are Growth Prospects?
• Corporate Culture
• Relatively Low Employee Turnover
• Employee Base (Payroll and Age of Workforce)

Valuation

Adequate
Consideration

Fair market value
is also defined in
Revenue Ruling
59-60 as:
“The price at which the property
would change hands between a
willing buyer and a willing seller,
when the former is not under any
compulsion to buy and the latter is
not under any compulsion to sell,
both parties having reasonable
knowledge of relevant facts.”

Revenue Ruling 59-60
also defines the willing
Buyer and seller as
hypothetical as follows:
“Court decisions frequently
state in addition that the
hypothetical buyer and seller
are assumed to be able, as well
as willing, to trade and to be
well informed about the
property and concerning the
market for such property.”

Valuation
Example: Enterprise vs. Equity vs. Proceeds
EBITDA

X Multiple
Enterprise Value
Less: Net Debt (Cash)
Equity Value
Less: Taxes
Net Proceeds

$1,000,000

5x
$5,000,000
- $1,000,000
$4,000,000
- $1,000,000
$3,000,000

Valuation

Cost Approach

Income Approach

Market Approach

Discounted Cash Flow Analysis

Guideline Public Company

Capitalized Earnings

Guideline Merged and Acquired

Valuation
Income Approach: What is it?
• Present Value of Anticipated Monetary Benefits
• What Does That Mean?
• Two Commonly Used Methods
• Capitalization of Earnings Method
• Earnings Anticipated to be Stable
• Discount Cash Flow Method
• Earnings Anticipated to Vary

Valuation
Capitalization of Earnings: Single-Period Income Model
•
•
•

•
•

Estimate Normalized/Sustainable Cash Flow Stream
Select Discount Rate
Select Capitalization Rate
• Discount Rate Less Long-Term Growth Rate
• Long-Term Growth Rate (0% - 5-6% - typically 2-4% range)
Apply the Capitalization Rate to the Cash Flow Stream
Adjust for Nonoperating Assets or Liabilities

Valuation
Discounted Cash Flow – Multi-Period Income Model
• Project Future Benefit Stream (Typically Free Cash Flow)
• Projections can be Highly Contested
• Company History/Industry/Future Plans
• Select Appropriate Discount Rate
• Determine a Terminal Value (by Capitalization of Earnings)
• Calculate and Add the Present Value of the Annual Cash Flow and
Terminal Value
• Adjust for any Nonoperating Assets or Liabilities

Valuation
Cost of Capital (Discount Rate)
• Return a Buyer Demands to Make an Investment
• Buildup Method:
• Starts with Returns on U.S. Government Bonds 3-4%
• Add an Equity Risk Premium (Stock Market Returns Over Bonds) 5 – 7%
• Add Size Adjustment 5-6% (Under $300 million of Equity Value)
• Industry Adjustment (Can be up or Down)
• Add Company Specific - Subjective

Valuation
Market Approach: What is it?
• Compare to Market Data
• Like Real Estate Valuation
• Price Per Square Foot
• Two Commonly Used Methods
• Guideline Merged and Acquired Company Method
• Guideline Public Company Method

Valuation
Key Issues
•
•
•
•

Data Source/Availability
Size Comparison - Common Issue
How Comparable is the Group
Date of Transaction

Definitions of Value

Definitions of Value
Strategic value
Strategic premium

Control value
Control
premium

Minority
discount

Marketable minority interest value
Discount for lack of
marketability

Non-marketable minority interest

Valuation
• Minority interest - opposite of control premium
• Estate of Thalheimer vs Commissioner 33 T.C.M. 877 (1974)
• Lack of marketability - lack of ready marketability makes the interest
considerably less attractive than they would be if it could be easily liquidated.
This concept was recognized by the Internal Revenue Service in Revenue Ruling
77-287 when, in discussing the value of unregistered shares in public companies,
it stated: “The discount from the market provides the main incentive for a
potential buyer to acquire restricted securities.”
• Restricted (Letter) stock studies
• Pre IPO studies
• Option pricing studies
• Cost of making a market (Flotation costs)
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Agenda
ESOP Parties and Fiduciaries
ERISA Fiduciary Rules/Issues
DOL View
Judiciary View

ESOP PARTIES
Named Fiduciary
Trustee
Plan Administrator
Selling Shareholders
Plan Sponsor
Board, Officers, Directors
ESOP Committee
Legal Counsel
Appraiser
Independent Fiduciary
Service Providers
Co-Fiduciary
Settlor v Fiduciary; Inadvertent Fiduciary
Participants

Named Fiduciary
“Named Fiduciary” – ERISA requires every employee benefit
plan to identify at least one. Sec 402(a).
Authority to control and manage the plan (e.g., make all
benefit- and investment-related decisions, appoint and direct
Trustee)
Typically the employer, designate individuals Sec. 2509.75-5
A plan may have multiple named fiduciaries – fiduciary
duties allocated among them.
Delegate non-Trustee roles to others Sec 405(c)(1)

Trustee
Trustee – ERISA requires a plan to hold assets in a trust
maintained by a Trustee. Sec 403(a)
Discretionary vs. Directed
Discretionary – Exclusive authority to manage and control
plan assets, fiduciary to the plan. May designate an
investment manager.
Directed – Subject to the direction of the Named Fiduciary,
fiduciary as to matters it has actual authority (which may be
limited).
Directed Trustee liability reduced to extent responsbilites
are properly delegated to others (Sec 405(c )); Must
determine that directions are proper and don’t contravene
ERISA
Fiduciary allocation must comply with Secs 403 and 405

ESOP Trustee as Named Fiduciary in
ESOP
Can be the Board or an ESOP Committee.
Majority of ESOPs name Trustee as the Named Fiduciary.
Institutional Trustee
More common (e.g., bank trust department, independent financial adviser)
Individual Outside vs. Individual Internal

Individual outside Trustee more prevalent in larger companies
Smaller companies tend to have an individual (i.e., CEO, CFO or other
officer) or a Committee act as Trustee.
Internal Trustee may have conflicts of interest.
Even a third party “friend” may have conflicts (Chesemore v Alliance
Holdings, 276 FRD 506 (WD Wis 2011) “..less likely to give the appearance
of conflict”
Independent Trustee
Moench v Robertson, 62 F3d 553 (3ddd Cir) 1995..“ESOP fiduciaries who double
as directors….serve two masters”.

Plan Administrator
ERISA 3 (16)
Service provider v Fiduciary
Mertens v Hewitt Assoc, 508 US 248 (1993).

Others

•

•

•

Selling Shareholders
Board of Directors may be fiduciary; to extent they fulfill certain functions or make
certain appointments (In re WorldCOM, 263 F Supp 2d 745 (SDNY 2003)); Sec
2509.75-5
Officers and Employees to extent they exercise certain functions (Keach v US Trust,
419 F3d 626 (7th Cir 2005).
Vendors/Service Providers (see Hewitt Assocs. case)
Even non fiduciary may be exposed if it “knowingly” participates in a PT and
subject to excise tax, taking corrective action, etc.
Sec 502(i); IRC Sec 4975
Plan Sponsors
ESOP Committee: growing trend. Established in Plan document, or by Board
appointment. See Ince Aetna Health Management, 173 F. 3d 672 (8th Cir 1999(;
Beddall v Sate Street Bank, 137 F 3d 12 (1st Cir. 1998).
Investment Manager

OTHERS
Co-Fiduciary? Inadvertent Fiduciary?
Lender
Appraiser
Independent Fiduciary
Legal Counsel
ERISA Fiduciary Exception to Privilege Rules

Role Independent Fiduciary –
Resolve Conflicts of Interest
Evolving role – increased fiduciary scrutiny,
recent pension scandals means independent
fiduciaries used more frequently.
Relieve other ESOP fiduciaries from conflicts of
interest; direct the Trustee
Insulate other ESOP fiduciaries from liability
IF duty is solely to ESOP participants and
beneficiaries.

Role of Independent Fiduciary –
Valuation of Employer Stock
ESOP fiduciary must ensure ESOP trust pays no more than FMV for
company stock. AND is a prudent investment. Two factors to consider.
Valuation is used to determine the FMV of company’s stock.
At the time the ESOP first purchases the stock
Annually

ESOP fiduciary – not appraiser – ultimately decides whether ESOP is
paying a justifiable price.
Must critically evaluate the appraisal, including:
Data provided to appraiser
Whether appraiser has sufficient expertise
Appraiser’s methods
Discounts properly applied
Comparison companies used were truly comparable

Hiring IF can resolve conflicts or fill in lack of expertise on part of
ESOP fiduciary

ERISA ISSUES AND RULES
ERISA Section 404 Standards
ERISA Section 406 Prohibited Transactions
Indemnification
Valuation
NOTE: Publicly traded employer securities/issues require separate discussion and
consideration; statute of limitations require separate discussion and consideration;

ERISA Fiduciary Duties
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

❖

Duty of Loyalty
Prudence
Diversify Plan Investments
Follow terms of Plan document
a.
Consistent with ERISA
b.
Offer v hardwire – no loner have presumption of prudence
(Dudenhoeffer case rejects Moench)
Do not enter into non-exempt prohibited transaction
Duty to disclose - but how far? Duty to speak truthfully, but what about
silence
ESOP named fiduciaries have special considerations, e.g., diversification
rules, PT rules Section 404(a)(2), Section 408(e)

ERISA Fiduciary Duties
Duty of Loyalty (act with “eye single”)
Discharge duties with respect to a plan solely in the interest of the participants
and beneficiaries and for the exclusive purpose of providing benefits to
participants and their beneficiaries; and defraying reasonable expenses of
administering the plan.
Is the offer or continuation of offer of employer stock prudent/best interest of
participants?
When there is a conflict between the interests of the ESOP participants and the
interests of another party, the Trustee/Fiduciary should make the decision solely
in the interests of the ESOP.
Failure to disclose, misrepresentations, “steering” participants, running up the
stock value, favor shareholder sale over stock held in retirement plan
Loyalty and Prudence theories often converge in a litigation claim
See DOL AO 88-16A

ERISA Fiduciary Duties
Duty of Prudence
Act with care, skill, prudence and diligence under the
circumstances then prevailing that a prudent man acting in
like capacity and familiar with such matters would use in
the conduct of an enterprise of a like character and with
like aims.
ESOP fiduciary should:
Understand basic ESOP rules
Read ESOP Plan document, valuation
Maintain level of ESOP knowledge
Know when to hire an expert
Consider special duty to investigate stock value, given the
rejection of favorable presumption in Dudenhoeffer case

ERISA Fiduciary Duties
Diversify Plan Investments
Diversify investments of the plan so as to
minimize the risk of large losses, unless under the
circumstances, it is clearly prudent not to do so.

ESOP Fiduciary should:
Ensure participants are permitted to diversify
their accounts.
Ensure Plan assets are prudently investeddiversify out of company stock if necessary.
Ensure non-company stock investments are
prudent.

ERISA Fiduciary Duties
Follow Terms of Plan Document
Act in accordance with the documents and
instruments governing the Plan insofar as such
documents and instruments are consistent with
the provisions of ERISA.

ESOP fiduciary must:
Understand ESOP Plan provisions so as to follow
their terms.
Take corrective action when ESOP is inconsistent
with law.

ERISA Prohibited Transactions
Purpose – exclusive benefit of participants
Governed by ERISA § 406

Prohibited Party in Interest
Transactions
ERISA § 406(a)
Prohibits “party in interest” transactions
A fiduciary is a party in interest.
Causing the Plan to acquire any employer
security or employer real property in
violation of ERISA § 407.

Prohibited Self-Dealing and
Conflicts of Interest
ERISA § 406(b) prohibits transactions that involve
any type of pf self-dealing of conflicts of interest by
the Plan fiduciary.
Deal with the Plan assets in his own interest or for his own
account (aka “self-dealing);
Act in a transaction involving a Plan on behalf of a person
whose interests are adverse to the interest of the Plan, its
participants or beneficiaries (in other words, representing an
adverse party to the Plan in a transactions); or
Receive any consideration of his own personal account from
any party dealing with the Plan in connections with
transaction involving Plan assets (aka “kickbacks”)

PT Exemptions
Sale exemption
Loan exemption
Diversification exemption

VALUATION
Adequate Consideration
Two themes around valuation that reflect in the
ESOP discussion
Fiduciary knows or should have known that the
employer stock was (was not) a prudent investment
Fiduciary made representations (or failed to make
representations) or disclosures (or failed to make
disclosures) about material, adverse information
impacting the value of the employer stock
As noted above, these claims flow in and around
prudence and loyalty theories of fiduciary law

DOL VIEW
National Enforcement Project – started 2005
FMV/Adequate Consideration
Conflicts
ESOP Appraisal Process Agreements on EBSA website
GreatBanc Trust Company - Appraisal Guidelines
First Bankers Trust Services, Inc. – Process Requirements
James F. Joyner III - Fiduciary Engagements and Process Requirements
Lubbock National Bank - Fiduciary Engagements and Process
Requirements
Alpha Investment Consulting Group, LLC – Process Requirements

DOL VIEW
Series of Settlement Agreements (not always consistent)
Nonetheless reflect benchmarks and best practices per DOL. Do not change
statutory or regulatory law.
First Bankers / GreatBanc Settlements Very Similar
Document all Trustee actions
VA cannot have previously worked for parties other than ESOP or Trustee
Reference checks (at least three) on VA
Criminal, civil, and regulatory history of VA – “subject” of proceedings
Streamlined process for VA previously selected within certain time frame (12-15
months)
VA report addresses ESOP sponsor risk that would cause material shortfall from
projections
ESOP loans analysis
Variance between current and previous VA transaction valuation
Selling shareholders “insure” the financial statements (First Bankers)

DOL VIEW
Selling shareholders “insure” the financial statements (First
Bankers)
Fiduciary Review Process focuses on financial projections –
explain them, adjust them, or reject them (First Bankers)
Requisite information from ESOP sponsor or selling shareholders
Reliance on VA report – scope of employees, personnel and
consultants
Document preservation
Control consideration
Joyner
Aligns more with GreatBanc and not the First Bankers settlement
Requires Trustee to secure fiduciary insurance

DOL VIEW
Alpha Investment
Must show whether seller finance and bank finance were considered,
and whether bank agreed to make a loan
Requires Fairness Opinion if Trustee so determines
Lubbock National Repeats GreatBanc
No requirement for finance type review, fairness opinion, fiduciary
insurance at sufficient level, specific due diligence on VA, documenting
loss of any degree of control
Farmers National Adds New Factors If seller obtained a VA report within
preceding 12 months, Trustee must find out when performed and by whom
Establishes adequate time frame for fiduciary review and additional
documentation for the internal process and how it was applied.
Establishes “control” factors for premium –e.g., unencumbered voting,
appointment and removal of Board members, set management
compensation, veto capital expenditures

DOL VIEW
Indemnity: Trustee not to be indemnified by ESOP or ESOP company for losses
arising from fiduciary breach claim or PT or ERISA violation. No advance defense
fees.

DOL Settlements are Praised, and Criticized
Not official regulatory guidance
Inconsistent
Sometimes no legal basis or history (e.g., limits on indemnity)
See Scalia v Professional Fiduciary Services, LLC for current DOL actions on indemnity
issues

JUDICIARY VIEW
Court cases involve valuation, and assertions are made that corporate
mismanagement or other corporate activity triggered ERISA fiduciary responsibility.
Many theories. Plaintiffs/Defendants win some, lose some.
ESOPs serve a purpose, both public and private companies. Donovan v Cunningham,
716 F.2d 1455 (5th Cir. 1983)
Valuation
Donovan case
Followed by DOL proposed regulation (Proposed Section 2510.3-18(b)
Howard v Shay, 100 F 3d 1484 (9th Cir 1996)
Chao v Hall Holding Co. 285 F 3d 420 (6th Cir 2002)
Herman v Mercantile Bank 143 F3d 419 (8th Cir 1998)
Pizzella v Vinoskey 409 F Supp 3d (W.D.Va. 2019)
•

Control Issues Private Company
•
Corporate Governance : mirror voting, major corporate transactions, pass thru
voting
•
Grindstaff v Green, 133 F3d 416 (6th Cir. 1998)

Case About ESOP
IF Fiduciary Duties
Acosta v. Vinosky
Court held ESOP Independent Trustee (IF) breached duties of prudence and
loyalty and committed a prohibited transaction by causing ESOP to overpay
for founding shareholder’s company stock. Shareholder and IF were jointly
and severally liable

Facts:
IF contacted less than 6 week before transaction
IF hired appraiser less than month before transaction
IF’s due diligence was rushed, cursory; settled on price before reviewing
appraisal; no negotiation

At issue: Process, valuation methodology, assumptions used by IF’s
financial adviser. IF overlooked indications that financial adviser’s
was predisposed to reaching a predetermined value, and settled on a
purchase price before reviewing the final appraisal.
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